
Supply  List     

SEWING SUPPLIES 

- Sewing machine that has been cleaned and oiled
- Sewing Machine Manual 
- Single hole stitch plate
- 90/14 Topstitch Needles (bring extra 90/14 needles)
- 40 or 50 weight thread for quilting. Top thread should be a contrasting color to the top fabric of your quilt sandwich. Bobbin  
 thread should be the opposite value: dark colored thread on top/light bobbin thread or light thread on top, dark   
 bobbin thread.
- Small scissors to clip threads
- Marking Tools so you can mark reference lines on your fabric 
- Seam Ripper
- Ruler for marking quilt sandwiches ( such as a  4” x 14“ or 3” x 18” rotary cutting ruler)
- Sew Steady Extension Table (heavily recommended) - most slide on tables are too small to support the rulers. They can   
 slope down in the front and the back and will make it di�cult to e�ectively do ruler work
- Free Motion Glider: SST-FMGLIDER (heavily recommended)

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS   

3 Fat Quarter sized (18” x 18”) quilt sandwiches (backing, batting, and top fabric).  I recommend a light colored solid or 
tonal fabric for your top fabric.  You will want to be able to easily see your reference marks and your stitching.  Muslin 
is a great option.  Please have these quilt sandwiches basted (spray basted or pin basted). 

As mentioned above- your top thread needs to contrast with the top fabric of your quilt sandwich. Your bobbin thread 
should be the opposite in value to your top thread.  This is so that you can easily see and adjust the thread tension. 
So - dark colored thread on top/light bobbin thread, light thread on top, dark bobbin thread.

WESTALEE DESIGN RULER REQUIREMENTS 

REQUIRED

Fabulous Feathers With Rulers - Domestic Sewing Machine (3 hour)
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     Proper ruler foot for your machine (If your sewing machine has a speci�c foot designed for ruler work it is   
 recommended that you use that foot, if they don’t then you should use the Westalee Design Ruler foot)
* 12” Starter Arc Template (if you purchased the Westalee Domestic Ruler Foot Packate this should be included in   
 the package, this template can be purchased seperately if you are using a non-Westalee Design foot)
* 4 Piece Feather Set: WT-FS4-LS (low shank) or  WT-FS4-HS (high shank)
* 10” Spine WT-FSPINE10-LS (low shank) or WT-FSPINE10-HS (high shank)
Stable Tape: WA-ST5 (5 pack)
Stitching Line Discs: WA-SLD

Learn to create a variety of feather styles using the Westalee Design Feather Template and Feather Spine Template.  We 
will discover how to create feathers of uniform size as well as di�erent size plumes on both straight and curved spines. 
We will be working on practice sandwiches.  Table Runner and Placemat project instructions will be provided for you to 
work on after class.

*Make sure that you have the proper template thickness to work with your ruler foot. 


